Popular Brands Appearing Next To AntiVax Disinformation
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Disproven vaccine side effects
- False information on vaccines
- Fake vaccine development
- Vaccine chip surveillance
Popular brands funding these stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

- ad supply
- Dianomi
- Google
- Adobe
- Infolinks
four people who took the vaccine during trials developed facial paralysis known as Bell’s Palsy. Of course, the “authorities” are poo pooing anything bad, even though the government’s own documents expect quite a bit of “adverse events” from the vaccine.
V-Day Arrives In UK: First Shots Given As Reports Of Several Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine Trial Volunteers Developed Bell’s Palsy
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How CDC/WHO will fake the effects of the COVID vaccine to make it look like a success

By Jon Rappoport — Bio and Archives—September 22, 2020

American Politics, News, Opinion | 2 Comments | Reader Friendly | Subscribe | Email Us

Is our country better off with Trump in the White House?
Yes  No  Not sure

20,645 Votes

5 Warning Signs Of Leaky Gut (Not Ignore)

a champion isn't difficult for public health agencies. Strategies.
And appointing official mouthpieces to carry lies to the public is as easy as training little Fauci to sit up and bark.
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Was the 2020 presidential election rigged?

Yes  No  Not sure

32,267 Votes
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How CDC/WHO will fake the effects of the COVID vaccine to make it look like a success

By Jon Rappoport —— Bio and Archives—September 22, 2020

Making a vaccine look like it’s a champion isn’t difficult for public health agencies. There are a number of strategies.
VAX ATTACKS: The new mRNA coronavirus vaccines will likely cause immune cells to attack placenta cells, causing female infertility, miscarriage or birth.
Our freedoms have been eroding for decades, but now authorities are moving at lightning speed to take them away from us.

If we don’t take a stand now, soon it will be too late to do so.
What Do You Think Of The New “COVID Vaccination Cards” That Were Just Revealed To The Public?

TOPICS: Michael Snyder Vaccines

DECEMBER 6, 2020
Short (mRNA) while this stock is up high because of the COVID-19 solutions, side effects of the genetically modified vaccine include cancer, infertility, and potentially much worse:

He went to the trial site for a physical, and signed a 20-page consent form. The vaccine, it told him, could conceivably cause severe anaphylactic shock, and there was no way to predict exactly how his immune system would respond to the new vaccine.

The problem with the mRNA vaccine is that it’s based on genetic material RNA which is not a type of therapy that has a long history that can be studied. In genetic science there is something called teratogenic effects, which means unknown physical abnormalities? There is the potential for all kinds of strange things happening to subjects, and there isn’t really a way to mathematically model this because how it effects each individual DNA can be different. Bottom line, once the side effects start to happen, the stock is going to plummet.
cc: to Bill Gates

Vaccination: how the West invades the world
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“A great wave of missionaries brings a fairy tale to the Third World. These outsiders are the priests in white coats. They offer medical treatments for problems they can’t possibly solve. The self-generated delusions of the doctors about their ‘success’ are stupendous.” (The Underground, Jon Rappoport)

Vaccination is the prow, the leading edge of the invasion.

Convincing nations that vaccines are absolutely essential opens the way for all the other practices of Western
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"A great wave of missionaries brings a fairy tale to the Third World. These outsiders are the priests in white coats. They offer medical treatments for problems they can’t possibly solve. The self-generated delusions of the doctors about their ‘success’ are stupendous." (The Underground, Jon Rappoport)

Vaccination is the prow, the leading edge of the invasion.

Convincing nations that vaccines are absolutely essential opens the way for all the other practices of Western
Science Says I’m In The Back Of The COVID Vaccine Line, But Government And Corporations Will Force Me Through It

The same businesses that successfully coerced an entire populace into covering their faces for nearly any normal activity will be able to apply the same logic to vaccines.

Even as we head into Joe Biden’s promised “dark winter” of masks and more lockdowns, a light is peeking through at the end of the tunnel. Thanks to the efforts of the Trump administration on Operation Warp Speed, a Wuhan virus vaccine is slated to hit the market this month, and people are getting in line. As rhetoric ramps up about the vaccine’s role in getting our lives “back to normal,” however, one huge question nags: Why on Earth would young, healthy people vaccinate themselves against COVID-19?

The New York Times last week published a tool to help “Find Your Place in the Vaccine Line” to predict how many people will get the vaccine before you, based on your age, county, job, and underlying health. According to the Times calculator, I’m in line behind 144.1 million other Americans. Except for children, I’m pretty much at the back of the line — and that’s where I should be, assuming I should get the vaccine at all. Government and corporations, however, are itching for all of us to get the vaccine as soon as possible.

I’m no anti-vaxxer. Modern medicine is miraculous, and the idea of welcoming previously eradicated ailments by rejecting time-tested vaccines seems foolish at best. The impending COVID-19 vaccine, however, is different — not because it was developed under the Trump administration as the cynical and hyperpartisan political weapon that it explicitly was (see Kamala Harris and Andy Slavitt), but because of a host of other factors:

- The vaccine is not fully tested.
- The scientific community is divided.
- The vaccine is being pushed aggressively.
- The vaccine is not necessary.

The vaccine is being pushed aggressively in a highly divisive political climate. The scientific community is divided. In the words of Dr. Anthony Fauci: “Vaccines are not just science; vaccines are also politics.”

For more information, please visit the Federalist website.
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STOCKS TO WATCH IN A CHAOTIC ENVIRONMENT FROM WUFLU TO ELECTION THEFT

BY GLOBALINTELHUB TUESDAY, DEC 08, 2020 - 12:27

To many the world seems like it's coming apart at the seams. But from another perspective, this represents a potential huge investment opportunity as new capital is being created by the central banks and asset classes are being quickly re-allocated. Here's some up and coming stocks to watch, and other investment ideas.

We like Palantir (PLTR) because it sells a software solution to chaos, for lack of a more detailed description. Palantir had its IPO recently, and it's up substantially since then. While the company is controversial, it has received some positive analyst reviews recently. If you are thinking, don't buy the high, wait for a pullback. This stock should outperform in this environment.

Short (MRNA) while this stock is up high because of the COVID-19 solutions, side effects of the genetically modified vaccine include cancer, infertility, and potentially much worse:

He went to the trial site for a physical, and signed a 20-page consent form. The vaccine, it told him, could conceivably cause severe anaphylactic shock, and there was no way to predict exactly how his immune system would respond to the new vaccine.
Your strongest defense against vaccine mandates

Exclusive: Scott Lively offers a practical tool that could protect you

One of the most troubling questions about our very near future as Americans is whether our state or the federal government will mandate a COVID-19 vaccine – either by a clear government dictate like the lockdown policies or by coercive measures in cooperation with leftist-controlled private companies to make refusal to "voluntarily" vaccinate so onerous as to force compliance.
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